RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

The Misty Melody Handicap
Cl-V, 1-26, which have run at kolkata having completed the course since
1st24thRace
november, 2020 and have not won a race at any centre since that date. To be ridden by jockeys of indian
nationality.
PEOPLES PRIDE

1200 Mts.
131⁄216111

Cl20-21 -

returned with cut injury on right fore. 193⁄211118 was fractious in its stall threw its

head up as the start was effected, losing considerable ground at the start.
Cl20-21 - 11⁄21460 was found to have sustained cut injuries on both fore. Under the circumstances, the

ASHWAMEGH

colt was permitted to be withdrawn. 221⁄21786 missed the jump. 163⁄211023 met interference soon after the start.
Cl20-21 - 163⁄211029 was difficult to load, played up just as the start was being effected unbalancing

BEOWULF
itself and losing some ground.

Cl20-21 - 32⁄21867 App was observed to have eased up his mount out of the field passing the 1000

STAGGER

metres and not make sufficient effort to improve position till passing the 300 metres & returned lame on left fore.

Race The Aleksei Handicap
Cl-III, 41-66, which have run at kolkata having completed the course since
2nd
24th november, 2020 and have not won a race at any centre since that date.
1100 Mts.
Bg19-20 - 152⁄201557 met interference at the start. 63⁄201815 jumped awkwardly inwards at the start.

CORONA DEL CORSA

Cl20-21 - 193⁄211080 played up on its way to the start and dislodged its rider, bolting riderless. The gelding was captured and permitted to
be withdrawn before coming under Starters orders. 263⁄211148 was extremely fractious while being stalled, was slow to begin losing
approximately three lengths at the start.

ATOM

Cl20-21 - 11⁄21503 was slow to begin.

HARBOUR SUNRISE

My19-20 - 13⁄201122 saddle shifted slightly back, within 150 Metres from the Start. Bg20-21 - 2512⁄20715

met interference approaching 400 Metres.

LUMOS
rd Race The Aemilia Plate
AGNOSTIC

Cl19-20 - 43⁄20(148) jumped awkwardly from the gates.
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YUVI

Cl-3P, Maiden

1100 Mts.

Cl20-21 -

263⁄21(113)

hung out for a brief moment passing the 1000 metres.

Cl20-21 -

163⁄21(101)

veered out violently immediately after passing the winning post. 263⁄211133 shifted

outwards when placed under pressure during the concluding stages of the race.
Cl20-21 - 301⁄21816 Jockey reported that his mount which was slow to begin was running very green and

MARINA BAY

reluctant to quicken when placed under pressure in the straight.

4th Race The Arabian Prince Handicap

Cl-IV, 21-46, To be ridden by jockeys of indian nationality.

1200 Mts.

0

Cl20-21 - 131⁄2160 found to be lame on left hind. Under the circumstances the colt was permitted to be

LAKMOS

withdrawn on veterinary grounds.

NANDINI’S PET

Cl20-21 - 2612⁄20363 stumbled soon after the start losing her balance for a few strides.

POSSE

M20-21 - 1112⁄20264 had right eye injury.

SHARAVATI

Cl19-20 - 192⁄201314 making rapid progress was denied a clear run during the final stages of the race

due to a tightly packed field. Cl20-21 - 2612⁄20380 found to be lame on left fore. Under the circumstances the filly was permitted to be
withdrawn on veterinary ground.

STELVIO PASS
th Race The Metropolitan
KNOTTY ASH

Cl20-21 - 163⁄211028 bumped soon after the start.
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Cl-I,, 95 and above
Bg19-20 -

72⁄201422

1200 Mts.

met interference at the start and again passing the 1000mts and again passing the

300 Metres.

INTENSE STYLIST

M19-20 - 2112⁄19432 met interference in the final stages of the race. 91⁄20(82) jumped outwards at the start.

NEW ENGLAND

Cl20-21 - 221⁄21758 slow to begin. 32⁄21916 was slow to begin. 193⁄211109 slow to begin. 313⁄211244 was

slow to begin.

ARECA LEGEND
Cl20-21 - 313⁄211247 was slow to begin.
th Race The Red Bay Handicap Cl-IV, 21-46, To be ridden by jockeys of indian nationality.
SCARLET WITCH
Cl20-21 - 193⁄2110610 clipped the heels of XILE passing the 600 metres.
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1400 Mts.

EASTSIDE

Cl20-21 - 163⁄211026 bumped soon after the start.

EASTERN CROWN

Cl20-21 - 2411⁄2058 jumped awkwardly inwards from the gates. 512⁄20216 met interference soon after the

start. 171⁄21656 was denied a clear run passing the 300 metres.

SHIVAYY

Cl20-21 - 1812⁄203212 met interference soon after jump out. 221⁄217414 jumped awkwardly from the gates.

263⁄211126 Jockey reported that his mount was not responding to his urgings throughout the race.

POPCORN

Cl20-21 - 2612⁄20426 returned lame on right fore.

WIND CHASER

Cl20-21 - 1812⁄20303 bumped rounding the final bend. 163⁄211058 slow to begin.

BRILLIANT GOLD

M19-20 - 12⁄2011913 met interference passing the 1000 metres. Cl20-21 - 2612⁄20388 returned bleeding

from its nostrils. 301⁄21833 returned bleeding from both nostrils.

7th Race The Astounding Handicap
ANSIGAR

SUPERNORMAL
WANDERING ANGEL
and middle stages of the race.

Cl-V, 1-26, To be ridden by jockeys of indian nationality.

1600 Mts.

Cl20-21 -

2411⁄2027

Cl20-21 -

1212⁄20285

returned lame on right fore..

Cl20-21 -

1212⁄20228

Jockey was reprimanded for the indifferent handling of his mount during the initial

263⁄211173

App reported that his mount was tending to hang out from about the 1000 metres.

Jockey was reprimanded for allowing his mount to drift out under pressure in the last 200 metres.

DOTHRAKI

Cl20-21 - 1212⁄20235 met interference approaching the 600 metres.

CRITERIA

Cl20-21 - 51⁄21536 jumped outwards from the gates. 301⁄21793 jumped outwards from the gates.

